Finally, and most important of all, an engineer should not injure the professional reputation of another in any manner. Very often what seems to be an error in judgment or mistake made by another can be explained by the peculiar conditions of the case. But even if it was purely a mistake one should consider himself fortunate not to have been made the same mistake himself, instead of trying to derive gain by malicious criticism. Furthermore, he should not try to take a position away from another, and should not accept any position where another man has been discharged, without first communicating with this person.
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The American Tobacco Co.

Charles Jacobson
Custom Tailor
We also do Naphtha or Steam Cleaning, also Monthly Pressing
111 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
Telephone 16-17 Back Bay

SPRING STYLES NOW READY.

Castle Sq.
Daily 2 and 8
The John Craig Stock Company
MARRIAGE OF KITTY.

Herrick
All Theaters
Copley Square

The engineer should always be as ready to praise good work on the part of his subordinates, and also the contractors, as to criticize faulty work. This is conducive to better work and better relations for all concerned, and makes it a great deal easier to superintend the work.

In common with all other professional men, an distinct from business men, it is very bad practice for the engineer to advertise other than by his plain business card. This arises primarily from the fact that the commodity to be sold is not a tangible object or merchandise, but personal services.

FATIMA TURKISH BLEND CIGARETTES

20 for 15 cts.

"To the victor belongs the spoils." It's double satisfaction to inspect the trophy through the haze of a comforting, aromatic Fatima.

A quality cigarette of more pleasing fragrance than the ordinary Turkish smoke—an ideal blend everyone likes. Because there's no expense for brilliant boxes, gilt frills, etc., we put ten extra cigarettes in every package.

WANTED—A RIDER AGENT.

No money required until you receive and present your order. We ship C. O. D. on all orders.

Some people have said that an engineer should not accept gifts, and favors from contractors, while not any such invention without the knowledge and consent of his client.

With regard to the accepting of gifts and favors from contractors, while not always leading to bad results, it is dangerous and should be avoided. If a contractor offers you a cigar, he is subject to any criticism. By this contract offers you a contract to advertise other than by his plain business card. This arises primarily from the fact that the commodity to be sold is not a tangible object or merchandise, but personal services.

In common with all other professional men, an distinct from business men, it is very bad practice for the engineer to advertise other than by his plain business card. This arises primarily from the fact that the commodity to be sold is not a tangible object or merchandise, but personal services.

BOSTON OPERA

Popular Prices

Wednesday Evening, March 12

Instead of Thursday, as printed in Monday's Tech.

The Apollo

"The cigarettes that are different!"

J. Newman & Sons Corp.

94 Tremont Street

Special Discount to Tech Students

THE OLD CORNER BOOKSTORE

Headquarters for all

Student Text Books

27 and 29 Bromfield Street

BOSTON
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PROF. SWAIN SPEAKS
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Some people have said that an engineer should not patent any invention which he might make, but should give it gratuitously to the world. In this Prof. Swain disagreed, but said, however, that the engineer should not use any such invention without the knowledge and consent of his client.

The engineer should always be as ready to praise good work on the part of his subordinates, and also the contractors, as to criticize faulty work. This is conducive to better work and better relations for all concerned, and makes it a great deal easier to superintend the work.

In common with all other professional men, an distinct from business men, it is very bad practice for the engineer to advertise other than by his plain business card. This arises primarily from the fact that the commodity to be sold is not a tangible object or merchandise, but personal services.

In common with all other professional men, an distinct from business men, it is very bad practice for the engineer to advertise other than by his plain business card. This arises primarily from the fact that the commodity to be sold is not a tangible object or merchandise, but personal services.

FATIMA TURKISH BLEND CIGARETTES

20 for 15 cts.

"To the victor belongs the spoils." It's double satisfaction to inspect the trophy through the haze of a comforting, aromatic Fatima.

A quality cigarette of more pleasing fragrance than the ordinary Turkish smoke—an ideal blend everyone likes. Because there's no expense for brilliant boxes, gilt frills, etc., we put ten extra cigarettes in every package.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.